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My invention relates to propellers and has 

particular relation to atipping for the edges 

I am aware that a ti pin for protpellers 
has been proposed which uti izes a s ri of 
material embracing" the leading edges 0 the 
blades in which oppositely disposed notches 
have been made along the edges of the strip, 
but such propellers have not proven entirely 
satisfactor because the oppositely disposed 
notches de ned a region which is subjected to 
greater bending stresses than other oints and 
the ti ping cracks at the notches. lexing of 
the b ades and wear caused the edgesof the 
cracks 
se ents of the tipping were thrown off re 
s ting in damage or destruction of the pro 
peller. V - i 

An object of my invention is to provide a 
propeller tipping which will protect the 
edges of the b ades, particularly the leadin 
edge and which will permit any water whic 
ma collect under the tipping to escape. 

other object of my invention, therefore, 
is to provide a propeller tipping which is ex 
tremely ?exible and which will not crack. . 

Another object of m invention is to pro 
vide a tipping which does not interfere in 
any way with the ?exing of the propeller ‘ 
blade, 
which will not loosen from the propeller. 

- In practicing my invention, I provide a 
metal such as 

chromiumsteel, alloy termed “stainless? steel, 
a nickel alloy termed “Monel” metal, or the 
like, and cut' slots into the strip from opposite 
sides in alternate relation. - 

. My invention may be better understood by 
reference to the accompanayin drawings in 
which likenumerals indicate like parts.v 
Figure 1 is a view of the tipping strip at 

tached to a propeller blade. j - ' ‘ ' 

Figure 2 is a view of the tipping stri . 
Figure?) is a view of the tipping strip with 

the secondary strip. ' > " ' ' 

Figure 4 is a view of a modi?cation of Fig 

which is highly resistant to wear and 

ure 2. 

Figure 5 ‘is a cross section of'a blade with 
strip attached. ' a. a " i . o ' 

Referring to the drawings, my tipping may 

to curl so that ultimately one or more . 

' gered relation so that an 

be a plied to propeller blades 1, made of any 
of t e well-known materials, such as alumi 
num alloy, wood, or molded, laminated ma 
terial. The tipping com rises a strip of ma 
terial 2 which ma be 0? any suitable com 
position, but whic isv preferably of “stain 
less” steel or “Monel” metal, as beforemen 
tioned. The strip is preferably provided 
with two bifurcated end ieces 3 for embrac 
ing the tip of the blade. ne'of these tipping 
pieces may be omitted and supplied as a sepa 
rate piece later, if so ‘desire , the separate 
piece being soldered or welded to the strip 
after the strip 
peller blade. . - 

Elongated openings}! which preferably are 
made by saw-cuttin (or slottingthe strip are 

has been applied to the pro—_ 

to the edge with the\ slots 4 cut alternately 
from both sides or e'dgesvof the strip in stag 

two adjacent slots 
on one'side of the strip I e?ne a segment 5 of 
material with a slot 4a projecting into the 
segment from the opposite side ‘substantially 
at the midpoint of the segment. 

It may be seen that any two adjacent seg 
ments' are connected 
ment along the opposite edge of the strip. 
The slots 4 _ may project inwardly only 

partway to the center line of the strip to con 
stitute a segment of, shallow U-shape \(Fig. 
2) or may project beyond the center line to 
constitutea segment of U-shape with a-deeper 
central opening (Fig. 4), so that the con 
nected segments of t e strip itself constitute 
a sort of S-shaped structure. - ' 

A, The slots referably end in a slightly en 
larged circu ar ‘0 enmg.6 to minimize the 
formation of cracllis, inasmuch as a square-or 

- shar ly de?ned opening at the end of the slot 
" wou d tend to" vlocalize 

' crackin of the tipping 
the stresses-to start 

In or er to-fasten t to the pro 
peller," counter-sunk o nmgs. ‘ 
ably provided in eac segment along one 
edge of the blade (see Figs. 2 and 4) in order 
to inidcate the‘points-at which the blade 
should be drilled after the stri has been a .-_ 
plied for riveting the strip to t, e blade. ' f 
course, all of the drilling; of both edges of» 

e tipping 
are prefer- = 

a 5 

‘ ‘made in the edges'o \the strip perpendicularv . 
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to each other, by a seg- . 
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the blade may be done with the strip in place 
on the blade or the strip may be fastened to 
the blade in any other suitable manner. 
Fastening of the strip to the blade is pref 

erably accomplished by fastening the seg 
ments at either the outside end or the inner 
end by folding the segments over the blade, 
drilling the blade at the openings 7 and rivet 
ing the segments to the blade (Fig. 3). Ad 
jacent segments are successively bent to con 
form to the propeller contour and fastened 
to the blade by riveting. After the entire 
strip has been riveted to the blade, the tip 
ping and rivets are dressed down, as by ?l 
ing, and the recesses at the rivets ?lled in by 
means of solder, or the like. 

It may readily be seen that, if shallow slots 
are employed, the slots do not project over the 
edge of the blade (Figs. 1 and 2) , but if deep 
slots are employed, the slots do project over 
the edge of the blade (Figs. 3 and 4). The 
?rst named arrangement is very ?exible, by 
reason of the staggered relation of the slots, 
and the second arrangement is even more 
flexible, than the ?rst, because bending occurs 
only in a ?at portion of the strip which is 
fastened securely to the'blade. 
A propeller blade made according to the 

second arrangement may Wear slightly at 
points adjacent the slots where they pass over 
the leading edge of the propeller, but it has 
been found in practice that the slots may be 
made so narrow that such‘wearing of the 
blade in use is negligible, probably because 
the shock of striking rain drops, sand and the 
like is absorbed by the edges of the slots. If 
desired, however, a second strip of material 
11 may be placed underneath the tipping to 
protect the blade at the slots. This strip, if 
desired, may be fastened to the blade or to the 
tipping, but preferably is held only by plac 
ing it on the edge of the blade beneath the tip 
ping and fastening the tipping over the strip 
to prevent it from becoming disengaged from 

w theblade. I 

If desired, the secondary strip 11 may be 
located on the outside of the tipping strip. 
The edges of the bifurcated members may 

be soldered or welded together to form‘ a 
cover for the tip of the blade, and, if desired, 
holes 12 may be drilled radially ‘into the tip 
to permit the escape of water which may col 
lect under the tipping. 
Water may also escape at any point along 

the edge of the tipping through the slots. 
My propeller tipping is extremely ?exible 

and does not readily crack. The tipping con 
stitutes an excellent protection for the blade 
and does not interfere with the natural ?exing 
of the propeller. 
Although I have described specific embodi 

ments of my invention, modi?cations may be 
made by those skilled in the art without de— 
parting from the spirit and scope of my in 

“- vention as de?ned by the appended claims. 

means 

I claim as my invention: 
1. The combination with a propeller blade, 

of tipping therefor, comprising a continuous 
strip embracing an edge of the blade, and 
spaced segments extending alternately from 
opposite sides of said. strip adapted to be 
secured to said blade. 

2. The combination with a propeller blade, 
of tipping therefor, comprising a strip em 
bracing an edge of the blade, the strip being 
provided with staggered slots extending from 
opposite sides of the blade. 

3. The combination with a propeller blade, 
of tipping therefor, comprising a continuous 
sheet of material, having a series of staggered 
notches therein, forming a plurality of al 
ternately laterally projecting spaced seg 
ments. 

4. The combination with a propeller blade, 
of tipping therefor, comprising a sheet of ma 
terial having an end piece adapted to be ap 
plied to the tip of the blade, a strip extend 
ing from said end piece adapted to embrace 
an edge of the blade, and spaced segments 
projecting in staggered relation from said 
strip bendable to conform to the contour of 
the faces of said blade. _ 

5. A tipping for propeller blades compris 
ing a sheet of material having a plurality of 
series of notches cut therein, in alternate re 
lation, from opposite sides to constitute a 
row of spaced segments. , 

6. A tipping for propeller blades com 
prising a sheet of material having a con 
tinuous strip and a plurality of spaced seg 
ments projecting in staggered relation later 
ally therefrom. 

7 . A tipping for propeller blades com 
prising a sheet of material having a continu 
ous strip, a plurality of spaced segments pro 
jecting in staggered relation laterally from 
said strip and a bifurcated end piece in 
tegral with said strip adapted to engage 
both faces of the tip of the propeller blade. 

' 8. A tipping for propeller blades compris 
ing a strip of material having saw cuts ex 
tending from both sides alternately toward 
the center of the strip. 

9. The combination with a propeller 
blade, of tipping therefor, comprising a sheet 
of material, provided with indentations on 
both sides arranged in such a manner that 
connected segments are formed between ad 
jaeent indentations on each side of the strip 
and an indentation extends from the oppo 
site side of the strip into each of the seg 
ments ‘so formed. 

10. The combination with a propeller 
blade, of tipping therefor, comprising a strip 
of material embracing an edge of the blade 
and having elongated openings extending in 
to the strip over the edge of the blade. 

11. The combination with a propeller 
blade, of tipping therefor, comprising a strip 
of material embracing an edge of the blade 
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and- having saw-cuts with an enlarged circu 
lar opening at the top thereof extending in 
the strip over the edge of the blade. 

12. A. tipping for propeller blades com- _ 
5 prising a strip of material disposed in seg 
ments connected at the edges of the strip and 
laterally spaced from one another at the cen 
tral portion of the strip. _ 

13. The combination of a propeller blade 
u with a tipping therefor, comprisng a unitary 

strip of segments embracing an edge of the _ 
blade and another strip of material disposed 

- along the edge of the blade beneath the strip 
of segments. ' - 

15 14. A tipping for propeller blades eom-v ' 
prising a strip of material for embracing the 
edge of a blade having slots extending alter 
nately from the opposite sides, and past the 
center line of the strip. ' 

g0 15. A tipping for propeller blades com 
prising a strip of material for embracing the 
edge of a blade having slots‘ extending al 
ternately from the opposite sides, and past ‘ 
the ‘center line of the strip, each slot ending 

'25 in an enlarged opening in the strip. ' 
16. A tipping for propeller blades ‘having 

elongated opemngs therein enlarged at their 
inner ends to minimize cracking. 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto sub 
30 ‘icribed my name this 6th day of February, 

930. ' 

WILLARD H. KEMPTON. 
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